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Ghosts
The mystic nature of a lighthouse almost requires embodiment beyond its structure. And what
could be more romantic and chilling than a haunting? This book will satisfy your craving for the
supernatural with thirteen thrilling tales of the lonely souls who continue to watch over
America's shores -- even after death!
Echoes of prospectors, forlorn widows and politicians linger in the streets and historic
remnants of Nevada's former boomtowns. In the throes of early financial disaster, the Silver
State had little to entice newcomers or discourage residents from leaving. Jim Butler's silver
discovery at Tonopah changed everything. With a subsequent gold discovery near Goldfield,
the rush was on, and from these burgeoning mines, Nevada's early leaders amassed their
wealth and power. Paranormal historian Janice Oberding shares firsthand accounts of ghostly
encounters in the Goldfield and Mizpah Hotels and uncovers the history behind the mysterious
cowboy ghost, the haggard hitchhiker and other eerie local tales.
Imogene is young, beautiful, kisses like a movie star, and knows everything about every film
ever made. She's also dead, the legendary ghost of the Rosebud Theater. Arthur Roth is a
lonely kid with a head full of big ideas and a gift for getting his ass kicked. It's hard to make
friends when you're the only inflatable boy in town. Francis is unhappy, picked on; he doesn't
have a life, a hope, a chance. Francis was human once, but that's behind him now. John
Finney is in trouble. The kidnapper locked him in a basement, a place stained with the blood of
half a dozen other murdered children. With him, in his subterranean cell, is an antique phone,
long since disconnected . . . but it rings at night, anyway, with calls from the dead. . . Meet
these, and a dozen more, in 20TH CENTURY GHOSTS, irresistible, addictive fun showcasing
a dazzling new talent.
Ghosts is Ibsen's formidably realistic play about the effects of previous generations on the
young, a stinging satire on contemporary Norwegian society and morality, and a haunting
tragedy that, more than a century since it premiered, still retains its power to shock. In Ibsen's
study of the lingering poison in a marriage based on a lie, Osvald Alving returns from Paris to
his mother's home, carrying with him a dreadful secret. His mother's delight at having him
home soon turns to horror and grief. The corruption that she had hoped to spare him from
when sending him away from the influence of his depraved father has in fact infected his whole
body in the form of syphillis. In Mrs Alving and her son's distrust of conventional religion and
mores and Oswald's anguish with life, Ibsen created a thoroughly modern and provocative
work that created widespread outrage and shock when first produced in 1881.
"Country Stories of Ghosts and Bad Men" by Todd Curtis Narron is a compilation of ten stories
that are gripping, haunting, sometimes disturbing, sometimes amusing-the whole gamut of
emotions. This book ties in so well the theme of the vanishing family farm and rural way of life.
Todd grew up on a tobacco farm in Johnston County; he has a way of telling stories that make
the reader feel in the midst of the action. This is the first book authored by Todd. One by one
Riley would easily dig at the shallow graves until the faces of the dead appeared in the light of
the lantern, none of which were Wesley. The old man saw more than his share of death as he
uncovered and covered the faces which were bloated and contorted with the pain they must
have been feeling in the last throws of life. - The Ghost of Old Riley He said that his mama laid
the baby down on the floor real careful like and went over to where the fireplace was which had
a small fire going, and started to stoke the fire, putting big chunks of coal and wood into it until
he could feel the heat drying his eyes through the opening in the lock. He said the fire lighted
the room up so that he could see smudges of dirt on the walls and that meat grease and oil
that had clung to the bricks from all the years of cooking were beginning to melt and each time
a drop would fall into the fire there would be a hissing sound as if snakes were in the room. The Chimney
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Join paranormal expert and storyteller extraordinaire Hans Holzer as he explores ghostly
manifestations of every variety and delves into the true nature of "the other side." In this
groundbreaking book--featuring eye-opening photographs of ghostly apparitions and
visitations--Holzer presents hundreds of case histories, tips on interpreting sounds and other
signals from the beyond, and more.

Do the spirits of gladiators still battle in Rome? Does a house in Spain really have
ghostly faces imprinted on the floorboards? These are just two of the ghastly
ghost stories from Europe that readers will learn about in this hi/lo title. Engaging
text and images are sure to draw in reluctant readers, while additional features
highlight a cultural connection, a possible explanation, and more!
This book contains two volumes of African American folk tales collected by J.
Mason Brewer. The stories included in Dog Ghosts are as varied as the Texas
landscape, as full of contrasts as Texas weather. Among them are tales that
have their roots deeply imbedded in African, Irish, and Welsh mythology; others
have parallels in pre-Columbian Mexican tradition, and a few have versions that
can be traced back to Chaucer's England. All make delightful reading. The title
Dog Ghosts is drawn from the unique stories of dog spirits which Dr. Brewer
collected in the Red River bottoms and elsewhere in Texas. The Word on the
Brazos is a delightful collection of "preacher tales" from the Brazos River bottom
in Texas. J. Mason Brewer worked side by side with field hands in the Brazos
bottoms; he lived in their homes, worshipped in their churches, and shared the
moments of relaxation in which laughter held full sway. Many of the tales these
people told were related to religion--both "good religion" and "bad religion." Some
of them concerned preachers and their families, while others were stories told in
pulpits. Mr. Brewer has set all of these stories down in authentic yet easily
readable dialect. They will delight all who are interested in the historic culture of
rural African-American Texans, as well as those who simply enjoy fine humorous
stories skillfully told.
White hires Blue, a New York City private detective, to keep an eye on Black, but
eventually Blue finds his own life in danger
Ghost. The very word tempts the mind with lurid images of lost souls trapped in
an alternate dimension. Many of us will never encounter a ghost or perhaps be
aware of its presence. But that doesn’t mean they don’t exist – in fact, they do
exist- in the battered walls of the Mayflower Hall, Pennhurst. With its morbid
history, Pennhurst State School and Hospital left behind a tragic legacy of
neglect and abuse. Opening in 1908, Pennhurst was created to isolate the
mental and physically handicapped from “normal” society and institutionalize
them. The most vulnerable lived at Pennhurst—children. Conditions quickly
became strained by limited staff, overcrowding and lack of funding. Finally in the
1980’s, Pennhurst began closing its doors. Today the remnants of Pennhurst are
hard to ignore with its towering fortress of crumbling buildings and rustic grounds.
But during the Halloween season, Pennhurst Haunt offers several attractions for
the curious or thrill seekers. Ghost Hunt is located in the Mayflower Hall. For
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several years, I have spent time in this dark, eerie building and have witnessed
the paranormal first hand. This sequel to the original Ghosts of Mayflower offers
a reader a chance to spend some time in one of the most haunted locations in
Pennsylvania. And if you dare, please come visit us.
Explaining how multitudes of North Americans are carrying the pain of all types of
loss—not just the deaths of loved ones but also the loss of a spouse through
divorce, children who leave home, and the decline of health as they age or get
sick—this balanced resource empowers mourners and grief counselors to turn
grief into an experience to be learned from. Defining the varieties of heartache
and its consequences, this effective guide explores how to inventory, understand,
embrace, and reconcile one's accumulated sorrow through a five-phase "catchup" mourning process. Readers will learn to use a spiritual and holistic approach
to examine and integrate the ignored loss from their pasts, so that they can go on
to live fuller, more balanced lives.
A high-pitched laugh echoes in an empty church. Servants discover their master
dead in his bed, the only sign of disturbance an open window. The coffin of a
woman hanged as a witch is found to be empty. A bed that hasn?t been slept in
is crumpled and distressed come the morning. A skeletal figure creeps closer and
closer to the house where an unsuspecting family lie sleeping. In these chilling
tales of the supernatural, M. R. James proves he truly is the master of the ghost
story. Selected from the book Ghost Stories by M.R. JamesVINTAGE MINISGREAT MINDS. BIG IDEAS. LITTLE BOOKS.A series of short books by the
world?s greatest writers on the experiences that make us humanAlso in the
Vintage Minis series-Drinkingby John CheeverSummerby Laurie
LeeFriendshipby Rose TremainLoveby Jeanette Winterson
"From the award-winning author of Bellweather Rhapsody, a delightfully clever novel
following one woman and a supporting cast of misfits, dreamers and foes as they race
to win a treasure hunt inspired by Edgar Allan Poe, left behind by a dying billionaire" -A collection of ghost stories and folklore from southern Appalachia.
After a tragic encounter with an artifact known as "The Dreamstone," infamous treasure
hunter Fabian Gray is possessed by five literary ghosts and granted access to their
unique abilities. Join Fabian and his allies as they travel across the world in a pulpinspired literary action/adventure from writer Frank J. Barbiere (New Avengers, Solar:
Man of the Atom) and artist Chris Mooneyham (Predator). The critically acclaimed
series collected in hardcover for the first time with tons of extras! Collects Five Ghosts
#1-12.
An Extraordinarily Moving Tale Of A Small-Town Schoolteacher. The New Novel From
The Winner Of The Commonwealth Writers Prize For Best First Novel Vasu Master Has
Recently Retired From His Job In A Local School. Away From The Familiar
Circumscribed World Of School, Principal And Classroom, He Begins To Relive
Incidents From The Past And Discover In His Own Halting But Imaginative Way The
Nature Of Teaching, Teacher And Pupil. This Process Of Self-Discovery Is Speeded Up
By The Arrival Of Mani, Who Cannot-Or Will Not-Speak. Vasu Master Tells The
Reticent Child One Fantastic Story After The Other As He Faces Up To The Biggest
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Challenge Of His Life: Can He Teach (Or Heal) Mani? Using Fantasy, Fable And A
Host Of Wonderfully Imagined Characters-And The Gentle, Humane And Philosophic
Voice Of Vasu Master-The Author Creates A Richly Textured And Complex Work That
Eloquently Explores The Human Condition And The Underlying Principles Of All Human
Action.
Ghosts of Hampshire & the Isle of WightA Kayak Full of GhostsEskimo Folk
TalesInterlink Books
Seventeen stories, by Dickens, Hawthorne, Campbell, Caldecott, and Stockton,
describes a variety of encounters with holiday ghosts
The book is aimed at all readers not just those who are interested in the esoteric. It
introduces accessibly and surprisingly clearly the causes of the toxic relationships that
arise between people and ghosts. It contains a large dose of psychology of the soul,
testimony to the author's spiritual maturity. Ghosts are the souls of people who, after
the death of their physical body, have not resolved to pass through to the other side of
death's curtain. The reason for that is that, for various reasons, they overlooked their
own deaths, didn't have the courage to go through to the other side or were detained or
even pulled away from their road by those mourning the souls of their near ones. When
they remain in the world of the living they possess people which can be the cause of
very unpleasant and sometimes even tragic experiences. Starting with the mildest -- the
presence of ghosts in a person causes severe mood swings ranging from powerful
explosions of negative energy to deep depressions. They bring out severe states of
anxiety, they tempt those possessed to commit suicide, they have a powerful influence
on the psyche and are the cause of psychiatric illnesses. In addition, the diseases of
the dead person very often transfer through the ghost to the person possessed. Wanda
Pratnicka is an exorcist and psychotherapist of world renown. Over the past thirty years
she has helped many thousands of patients throughout the world.
This is a collection of Eskimo folk tales.
Qian Zhongshu was one of twentieth-century China's most ingenious literary stylists,
one whose insights into the ironies and travesties of modern China remain stunningly
fresh. Between the early years of the Second Sino-Japanese War (1937-1945) and the
Communist takeover in 1949, Qian wrote a brilliant series of short stories, essays, and
a comedic novel that continue to inspire generations of Chinese readers. With this longawaited translation, English-language readers can immerse themselves in the invention
and satirical wit of one of the world's great literary cosmopolitans. This collection brings
together Qian's best short works, combining his iconoclastic essays on the "book of life"
from Written in the Margins of Life (1941) with the four masterful short stories of
Human, Beast, Ghost (1946). His essays elucidate substantive issues through
deceptively simple subjects-the significance of windows versus doors, for example, or
the blind spots of literary critics and assert the primacy of critical and creative
independence. His stories blur the boundaries between humans, beasts, and ghosts as
they struggle through life, death, and resurrection. Christopher G. Rea situates these
works within China's wartime politics and Qian's literary vision, highlighting significant
changes that Qian Zhongshu made to different editions of his writings and providing
unprecedented insight into the author's creative process.
The unique and often turbulent history of St. Augustine, America's oldest city, has
spawned more than four hundred years' worth of ghosts. Author Dave Lapham has
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collected twenty-four stories from St. Augustine's rich oral history into a light yet
sometimes hair-raising peek at the spooky side of the Oldest City. St. Augustine has
lots to offer travelers with varied interests.
Charlie Parker krijgt in zijn onderzoek naar een verdwenen detective te maken met
criminelen, oud kwaad en geesten.
In this book, you'll find plenty of evidence that the supernatural is alive in the Golden
Isles. Crumbling slave cabins, plantation homes and grand mansions, ancient forts,
even a hospital that once cared for the five hundred slaves of Retreat Plantation -- all
have their own aura, created by those long since dead. A silent Indian couple wanders,
looking with pleading eyes to anyone who can help find something precious lost long
ago. The ghost of a lonely woman still haunts the theater where she killed herself. Two
men grapple with swords in a graveyard, replaying a scene from their lives again and
again. -- A woman visiting an old inn experiences deja vu when she is transported to an
elegant party that took place there a century before. The ghost of a young polo player
killed in a bizarre horseback riding accident strides silently through the place that was
his last destination on earth. These stories of restless souls, heartbroken lovers, skinwalkers, and protective spirits will give you a case of the creeps. Keep the lights on!
Stephen Blackmoore's dark urban fantasy series follows necromancer Eric Carter
through a world of vengeful gods and goddesses, mysterious murders, and restless
ghosts * "Gritty, emotional and phenomenally imaginative." --RT Reviews Necromancer
Eric Carter's problems keep getting bigger. Bad enough he's the unwilling husband to
the patron saint of death, Santa Muerte, but now her ex, the Aztec King of the dead,
Mictlantecuhtli, has come back -- and it turns out that Carter and he are swapping
places. As Mictlantecuhtli breaks loose of his prison of jade, Carter is slowly turning to
stone. To make matters worse, both gods are trying to get Carter to assassinate the
other. But only one of them can be telling him the truth and he can't trust either one.
Carter's solution? Kill them both. If he wants to get out of this situation with his soul
intact, he'll have to go to Mictlan, the Aztec land of the dead, and take down a couple of
death gods while facing down the worst trials the place has to offer him: his own sins.
This is a collection of ghost stories in the 'antiquarian' tradition established by M. R.
James, who excelled at the atmospheric portrayal of legitimate scholarly interest
descending into unwise curiosity, with almost invariably tragic results. James' influence
on the genre has been immense, both on the popular perception of what makes a
successful ghost story work, and on other authors in the genre. This collection offers
some of the best stories from authors who influenced James, such as Sheridan Le
Fanu and Augustus Jessopp, stories from his contemporaries, such as T. G. Jackson
and 'D. N. J.', and tales from more recent practitioners, including Fritz Leiber and Terry
Lamsley. Selected and introduced by an acknowledged master of the art, the collection
also includes a checklist of writers in the Jamesian tradition.
A Texas map marked with three red dots like drops of blood. A serial killer who claims
to have dementia. A mysterious young woman who wants answers. What could go
wrong? "Fast and furious . . . You'll never see what's coming."--The Washington Post
Years ago, her sister Rachel vanished. Now she is almost certain the man who took
Rachel sits in the passenger seat beside her. He claims to have dementia and no
memory of murdering girls across Texas in a string of places where he shot eerie
pictures. To find the truth, she proposes a dangerous idea: a ten-day road trip with a
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possible serial killer to examine cold cases linked to his haunting photographs. Is he a
liar or a broken old man? Is he a pathological con artist--or is she? You won't see the
final, terrifying twist spinning your way until the very last mile. Praise for Paper Ghosts
"A rich, hybrid work . . . a murder mystery, a road novel, a pair of psychological case
studies and a meditation on photography."--The Sunday Times (U.K.), Thriller of the
Month "[An] artful and elegiac psychological thriller . . . riveting."--Publishers Weekly
(starred review) "[Paper Ghosts] elevates the often tawdry genre of the serial killer
novel to a work of art."--Sunday Express (UK) "Texas has yet again bred a major
American noir writer."--D Magazine "[Heaberlin has] developed a distinctive literary
voice, one that is on full display in Paper Ghosts."--Houston Chronicle "Entertainingly
unnerving."--The Dallas Morning News "Strong characterisation, haunting images, a
wonderful sense of place, and some dark comedy make this travelogue-cumpsychological thriller well worth the read."--The Guardian
A group of strangers on a day-boat are washed up on an island--the secluded home of
an eminent historian--and soon finds out that the grounding of their boat may not have
been an accident after all
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